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Dc-dsion 98·06·084 June 18, 1998 

MAIL DATE 
711/98 

BErORE nfE PUBLIC UTiLITIESCO~tMISSION OFTHESrATEOF CAUrORNIA 

Order Instituting Investigation on the 
Commission's own nlolion to c()nsider 
policies and procedures applicable to 
the possible over·assessnlent by the 
Stale Board of Equatization of property 
owned by Commission regulated 
utilities. 

rmfKm[gJmK]~l 
1.92·03·052 

(Filed March 31, 1992) 

ORDER r.fODIFYING DECISION 95-06-053 
AND DENYING REHEARING 

Pacific BcJl (PacBell) and GTE California, Inc. (GlEC) have file"d 

appJications for rehearing of Decision (D.) 95-06·053 (the Decision) in which the 

Commission rcsoh'cd two issues relating to the possible Z·factor treatment of 

certain propert)' tax savings realiled by PacBell and GTEC. In particular, the 

Decision detcm1incd that: (i) the events that caused the property tax savings were 

exogenous; and Oi) the property tax savings were not reflected in the 

economywide inflation factor. In their applications for rehearing) PacBcll and 

GTEC challenge the Conlmission's conclusion that the property lax sa"ings were 

caused by exogenous events. 

~lorc specifica1ly, the utilities contend that the Commission crred by 

basing this conClusion soleI), on hearsay evidence conlained in a memo written by 

Deput)' Attorney General Robert D. Milam to the Exccutive Direclot of the State 

Board of Equalization (the Milam memo). The Division of~atepa)'er Advocates 

(ORA), since re-named the Office of Ratepayer Advocates. responded in 

opposition (0 thc applications for rehearing. DRA argues that the Milan\ memo 
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comes within several exceptions 10 the hearsay OIle, and that there is non-hearsay 

evidence that further supports the Commission·s conclusion that the property tax 

savings WNC caused by exogenous c\'ents. As explained below, we agree that the 

Milam memo comes within an exception to the hearsay mle and that there is non· 

hearsay evidence to support the Commission's conclusion. Therefore we will deny 

the applications for rehearing.! 

The utilities' property taxes are based on asscssments made by the 

State Qoatd of Equalization (the Board) and are collected by the counties in which 

the utilities' property is located. In 1991 J in a suit brought by AT&T, a trial court 

Oiled that AT&' T was entitled to a property tax refund because the Board had not 

properly accounted for AT&T's deferred tax reservc. Thereafter, in 1992, the 

Board, the counties who actually collect the taxes, and a number of utilities, 

including PacBell and GTEC, entered into a settlement requiring the utilities' 

future property taxes to be calculated in a way that tak.es greater account of the 

utilities' deferred tax reserves, but docs not provide as much tax teliefas would 

have bee,! provided by applying the trial court·s decision in the AT&T casco 

The Decision relies on the fonowing statement in the Milam memo to 

conclude that the trial court's decision in the AT&T case drove the Board to sign 

the settlement. 

It is this issue [the accounting for the deferred tax 
reserve 1 which is the reason for thisagreen\cnt because 
a Court of Appeal decision upholding the trial court's 
detemlinalion would be devastating financially for the 
counties. 

1 Because we conclude that the Milanl menlO comes withinan exctption to the hearsay 
rule, and that non-hearsay e\'idence corroborates the evidence contained in the Milam memo, we 
have no occasion t6 decide whether the Commission can legally base a finding on 
uncQrroborated hearsay evidence that does not fall within an exception to the hearsay rule. 
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As ~tr. Milam did not testify in the COllunission's proceedings. it is 

undisputed that the Milam memo is hearsay e\'idence. (See Evidence Code sec. 

1200(a).) 

The hearsay mle generally barS the usc of hearsay evidence in a court 

trial. (Sec Evidence Code sec. 1200.) Ilowe .... er, hearsay e\'idence is adnlissible in 

Commission proceedings. (See Public Utilities Code sec. 1701(a) (Uthe technical 

niles of c"idencc need not be applied" in Comniission hearings).) ~1oreover, 

hearsay c"idenC'e is admissible cyen in court ifit falls within an exception to the 

hearsay rute. (See Evidence Code sees. 1200(b), 1220 - 1370.) It appears lhat the 

above-quoted portion ofthe ~tilam memo falls within the "oOlcial recordu 

exception to the hearsay rute. 

California Evidence Code section 1280 ("record by a public 

employee") provides: 

E\'idence of a \\Titing made as a record (If an acl, 
condition or cyent is not made inadmissible by the 
hearsay rule when offered to prove the act, condition. 
or event if: 

Thc writing was made by and within the scope of duty 
ofa public employee; 

The writing was made at or ncar the time ofthe act, 
condition, or event; 

The sources ofinforn)ation and Jilethod and tinlc (If 
preparation were such as to indicate its trustworthiness. 

Here, the ~1i1am memo was dearly prepared b)' a public employee, as 

Mr. ~1i1am was a Deput)' Attorney General in the California Department of 

Justice. Indeed. Milam's memo was prepared in observance of his oOidal dut), 

pursuant to California Government code section 948 (a). Under Government Code 

section 948 (a), the Board could only approve the settlement upon the 

recon'mcndation ofl\.:liIam, its attorney: U[t]he head of the statc agenc), concerned, 

J 
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~n recommendation of the AUomcy General or oth('r attomc}, authorized to 

r~prestnt the state. may settle, adjusl~ or compromise any pending action ... " 

(cn\phasis added). Thc Milan\ memo cQntaincd his recommendation to thc Board 

to sellle pursuant to section 9-18. 

Furthemlotc. the Milam memo records the conditions surrounding the 

proposed settlement and was madc"suOlciently close in time to the setttcI11ent as it 

Was prepared on or about April 24. 1992 and the settlement agreement is dated 

May 1 ~ 1992.1 

California Court of Appeal decisions which ha\'c discussed the oft1cial 

records exception have held that in some instances r~ports which contain 

conclusions of the oflicial are not admissible. (Pruett v. Burr (1952) Its Cal. App. 

2d 188, 201.) lIowe\'er, "the inclusion of conclusions and opinions in a record 

docs not render it inadmissible per sc. The overriding consideration is \vhether the 

record is trustworthy." (People v. Flaxman (1977) 74 Cal. API>. 3d Supp. 16,20 

(citations omitted).) Trustworthiness is established if the record is nladc by public 

employees who arc under a duty to observe the facts and report and record them 

correctly. (Gananian v. Zoth} (1995) 33 Ca1. App. 4th 634, 640.) 

Applying the above law to the facts, the ~tilam memo is not 

inadmissible, ewn though it contains Milam's conclusions, because it is 

trustworthy. Milam was under a statutory duty to report his recommendation and 

conclusion that the Board should enter into the sculcinent. Thus, Milam's memo .

stating that the reason for the settlement is that a court of appeal decision 

upholding the trial court in AT&T would be financiaBy devastating for the 

counties -- would be admissible in court under the hearsay exception for oOicial 

records. 

! Indeed, 6nc of the reaso!,s why we find the Milam memo t~ be persuasive evidence is that 
the memo was prepared at the .hme Of!he settlement ~s ~ of the s~ttlef1\ent process, and !lot at 
a later date for the purpose of influenCing Ihe Comnllsslon's detemllnatton ofthe Z-factot Issue. 

" 
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Pcrhaps more importantly, evcn if the l\{ilam memo docs not come 

within an exception to the hearsay rule, there is other corroborating, non·hearsay 

evidence to support the Commission's conclusion that the property tax savings 

were caused by exogenous cvents, namel)' the court dedsions in the Union Pacific 

and AT&T cases. This c"idence is contained in the testimony of Pac DeWs and 

GTEC's own witnesses in this proceeding. Vle will modify the Decision to discuss 

this cvidence. 

Pac Bell and GTEC raise a number of other arguments in their 

applications for rchearing. For the most part, these additional arguments simply 

disagree with the Commission's Interpretation of the evidence. However, there is 

ample cvidence to support the Commission's conclusion that the property tax 

savings were caused by exogenous events. Moreover) the utilitics have not shown 

that it is unlawful for the Commission to look beyond the settlement to see what 

led (0 the settlement, and to conclude that the property ta" reductions were actually 

caused by the decision in the AT&T casc) as we1l as the decision against the Board 

in the Union Pacific case. 

Becausc these additional arguments do not establish any legal CITOr 

they do not require any extended discussion. These arguments, howcver. do 

suggest a few changes that ought (0 be made to the Decision (0 avoid some minor 

inaccuracies and inconsistencies, and we will modify the Decision accordingl) .. 

\Ve tum now to address GTEC's petition to set aside submission. 

About 5 months afier it filed its application for rehearing~ GlEC petitioned to set 

aside submission to allow the introduction ofa lettcr by Matt Fong, who was a 

member ofthe Board at the time the Board approved the settlement. ORA filed a 

response opposing GTEC's petition which argued that the petition was untimely. 

Rule 84 of the Conlmissiont.~ Rules of Practice and Procedure provides in pertinent 

part: 



After conclusion of hearings. but before issuance ofa 
decision. a party to the rroceeding may ••• file with 
the COnlmission .•. a petition to set aside submission 
and reopen the proceeding for the taking of additional 
e"idence (emphasis added). 

GlEC, howe"er, mo\'cd to set aside submission after the Decision 

was issued. Accordingly, its petition to sci aside submission in order to receive 

additional evidence intended to change the outcome ofthe Decision was untimely, 

and will be denied. 

Finally, we addrcss the next steps that should be taken in this . 

proceeding. The Decision resoh'ed the Comn1ission~s treatnlent of only two ora 

number ofZ-factor criteria that are r~le"alil iii. this property tax savings 

investigation. At the time the Commission issued the Decision, it was reviewing 

the proper analysis ofsonle ofthe other Z·fhctor criteria in its invcstigation into 

the accounting of PROPs (post-retirement benefits other than pensions). The 

Decision therefore reserved dctennination of the remaining Z-factor criteria in the 

instant proceeding until after the Commission issued a decision in the PROPs case 

(1.90-07-037). The Decision said that the Commission"would order briefing on the 

Z-factor issue in this proceeding after the PBOPs decision was issued. 

Although the POOPs proceeding has been resolved, no further briefing has 

yet been ordered in this case, due to the pendency ofthesc applications for 

rehearing. Now that we are denying the applkations for rehearing, wc will require 

the briefs contemplated b)' the Decision to be filed within 60 days. Thesc briefs 

should .,01 reargue whether the c"ents that caused the property tax savings were 

exogenous. 1113t issue has been decided by D.95-06·063 and this decision. 

However, we expect that the briefs will address the issue of whether and how the 

control Pac Bell and GTEC had o\'er the property tax change due to their 

participation in the seUlenlent should afTeet our Z-factor determination. Iii making 

argunlents abouf this "control') factor, parties arc not precluded from making 
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arguments the)· have previously made in their briefs about the Z-factor issues in 

this case. However. the parties should address ho\\' their recommended resolution 

of this "control" factor is consistent with the Commission's decisions in 1.90-07-

037. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW: 

l. The portion of the Milam memo upon which 0.9$-06-053 relies appears 

to fall within the "ofncial recotd" exception to the hearsay ride. 

i. Even ifthe Milam memo does' not come within an exception to the 
. . 

hearsay rule. there is other cottoboniting, non-hearsay evidence to support the 

Commission's conclusiorfthat the property ta....: saving.s were caused hyexogenous 

events, namely the court decisions in the Union Pacific and AT&T cases. 

3. GTEC·s petition to sci aside submission was untimely and should be 

denied. 

4. The further briefing contemplated by D. 95-06-053 should now be 

ordered. 

Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that Decision 95-06-053 is modified as 

follows: 

1. The first lull sentence in the portion of footnote 4 appearing on page 5 

is modified to read as follows: 

HThe uz" factor can be either positive or negative, for 
ct~rtain exogenous events causing cost increases and 
decreases, respectively." 

2. The second sentence in the second paragraph on page S is modified to 

read as follows: 

HThe Z·factor is an adjustment for certain cost changes 
beyond management's controJ." 

3. Beginning on page 14 and cOlltinuing on page 1S t the' first five 

sentences lollo\ving the blocked ~nd indented paiagraphare replaced with the 

following, and footnote number 14 is deleted and nof used: 

7 
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HThis memorandunl as persua~i\'e evidence that the 
trial court~s decision tn the AT&T case dro,'c thc 
Board to sign the seUlel1lent\\'i~h the counties and the 
regulated utilities. The pOint of the memorandum is 
that if a Court ()f Appe~' ,,'ere to uphold the AT&T 
trial CQurtts finding that 100% of the OTR should be 
deducted from the HeLD, then the counties WQuld be 
facing a significant nnandal impact. Pacific Bell 
argues that the reason tor- the sett1eme'nt ,Vas the 
pending pt6perty ta.x 'refund lawsuits filed by Pacific 
and GTEc.!! HOwever, as DRA'notes, only ~on\e of 
the utilities, to which 'the settlemelit applie~ had fi led 
la\\'suits',ll,1here(ofe.\\'e cOnclude that the Boai'd 
detennincd that a settlement \\'ould be preterable to 
taking further risks in court, glven the setbacks in the 
AT&T and Union Pacific court cases.h 

4. The fifth and sixth full sentences on page IS, beginning with the words 

"lhis settlement also ptevented the parties ... n should be teplaced with the 

following: 

"Hente, although the court cases did not change the 
state tax laws governing the calcuhltton of property 
taxes, the court decision in AT&T resulted ina change 
in one otthe methOds by \\-hkh such taxes are 
calcutated." 

5. The foHowing language is inserted after the end of the first partial 

paragraph on page loS: 

11 

IJ 

UThat the cQunties and the Board entered into the 
settlement because of the AT&T decision is further 
corroborated by the testimony ofGTEC and PacBell 
witnesses Thomas N. Tiscione and Janles W. Barnes, 
both of whom were cross-examined. Their testimon)' 
as to the chronology of events leading up to the 
settlement talks indicates that despite the utilities' 
efforts, dating back to 1986 and even before that, to 

Pacific Bc'lI's Reply Brief, p. 15. 
DRA's Repl)' Brief, p. 5, referring to Milam memo, page 8. 
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obtain C':3SSCSSnle-nts fron\ the Board, the Board and 
the counties only took serious inter.:st in changing the 
assessmen.t practices beginning in September and 
October of 1991. In oth~r words, the Board and the 
counties tqok interest in settlement negotiations with 
PacBeH and GTEC after the AT&T and Union Pacific 
dC'cisions in February and June of 1991 respectively. 

"Pacifies Executive Tax RepresentativcJames W. 
Barnes testified that Pacific attempted for many years 
to convince the Boatd to correct the Board·s liawcd 
valuation mOdels. Pacific \\'ent as far as to fitea 
property lax refund lawsuit in 1989. De.spite these 
extensh'c attempts, the Board and the counties did not 
indicate an iriterest ill settlemenfnegotiations until 
September arid October of 1991. At the hearing, 
Barnes testified that. 'as we approached the counties 
and the board, they becaine nlore serious, more 
interested, if you wilt, at a specific point in time.' His 

. prcfiled testimony Specifically terected t6'a September 
4, 1991 meeting at whichthe counties' representative 
indicated some interest. in the possibility Ofsetlhimcnt. 
He also descri~ed a meeting on October Jrd lhatled to 
the initial settlement negotiation meeting on October 
23, 1991. 

Uln addition, GlEC Tax Director Thomas N. 
Tisctonc's te.stimon), also supports Our conclusion that 
the Board (and the counties) enteted into the settlement 
because of the AT&T and Union Pacific decisions. In 
his prepared testimony, Tiscione describes GTEC'g 
efforts to obtain reassessments, and tax refunds fr'om 
the counties, for the tax years 1981 - 1986, 1990 and 
1991. AlthoughGTEC had petitioned for reassessment 
as early as 1986, the Board did not initiate an 
evaluation of its challenged assessment meth'odologies 
until September of' 199,. A subconlluiuee of the 
Board then held meetings, involving representatives of 
the counties an-d the utilities as \\'ell, which ultimately 
led to the settlement negotiations. OUr detemlit,'ation 
from this testimony is that only after the AT&T and . 
Union Pacific decisions waS the Board willing to 
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follows: 

reevaluate its assessment methodology and were the 
Board and the counties ":illing \0 participate in a : 
settlement of the Issues \\'hich Pac Bell and GTEC had 
been attempting to liti~aterot a number of years." 

6. Findings of Fact Nos. 18 and 19 on page 22 arc modified to read as 

"18. The settkrnent a~opted, the principle of the tfial 
court dec~si6nhl At&T that in'valuing the utilities' 
property HeLD should be adjusted to teflect DTR. 

"19. AlthouglJ Paciflctu'1d <O'rEC\'olunt~tily signed 
the settlement wiihthe B6'atdand 'the counties, the 
principles adopted lntlie settlement had been 
predetermined bS,the AT&T 'case." 

; 

. 7. An addltlonal Finding ofF-act, f}limbered 19A is added ,011 page 22, 

following Finding of Fact No. 19:' 

UI9A. The chronologY'ofcvents feadingup (()'the, 
settlement talks, and the lc~thrtony o(Paciticts and 
GTEC's own witnesses. indicateS that, despite the 
utilities' efforts. datingbackto 1986 and even before 
that t to ()btaln-reasse~sn\enis from the Board, theBoard 
and the counties only took s~ri()us interest in changing 
the Boatd's assessment practices beginning in 
September and October of 1'99., after the AT&T and 
Union Pacific decisIons (in Febmary and June of 1991 
respectively)." 

8. Conclusion of Law No.2 on page 23 is mOdified to read as follows: 

"2. The settlement, to which Pa'cific and GTEC wete 
par1ics, necessaril)' adopted the principle,ofadjusting 
the HeLD valuation method to reflect DTR. because 
the court's decision in At&T found the HeLD n\ethod 
previously used b)' the Board (which did not reflect 
any adjustmellt (or DTR) iIlegnl.u 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the applications for rehearing of 

Decision 95-06-053 'filed by Pacific Bell and 'GTE calitomia, Inc~ ate denied. 

10 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the petition to set aside 

submission filed by GTE California, Inc. is denied. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that within 60 days of the clleclive 

date oftoday's order, the parties to this proceeding may file concurrent briefs 

detailing how the Z·faclor policies adopted in 1.90·07·037 aO'e-ct the outcome of 

the Z .. factor issue in this inVestigation. The parties may comment on the issue of 

whether and how the control Pacific Bell and GTEChad over the property tax 

changc duet6 their participation in the settlement \"ith the Board should affect our 

consideration for granting a Z·faclor adjustment. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated June 18, 1998, at San Francisco, California. 

I will file a dissent . 

Is! JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR. 
Commissioner 

Isl JOSIAH L.NEEPER 
Commissioner 

II 

RICHARD A. BILAS 
. . Pre.sident 

P. GREGORY CONLON 
HENRY M. DUQUE 
Commi ssioncrs 
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Commissioners Josiah L. Neeper and Jessie J. KnIght, Jr., Dissenting: 

\Ve dissent from the majority's decision because we believe that Pacific's and 
GTEC·s applications for rehearing, alleghig legal errors, have substantial merit. D.95-
06-053 committed legal error by wrongly cQncluding that property tax savings were 
caused by a single cause, the AT&T ~u\d UniQn Pacific cases, which it deemed were 
outside the influence of Pacific Bell and GTEC. There is no record evidence to 
support that conclusion. The majority's decision on the rehearing request further 
propagates that error by its denial of the application and failure to correct an egregious 
error. 

\Ve reach this conclusion based on two key facts presented in the record of this 
case: (I) an AT&T Court of Appeals decision did not by itself cause a change in the 
method the Slate Board of Equalization uses ,to detenlline property values for GTEC 
and Pacific. The Court of Appeals decision did not even exist. Further, a settlement of 
the At&T case vacated the trial court·s decision; and (2) the settlement agreement 
first reached between utilities (including GTEC and Pacific in exchange for their 
agreen\enl to cease their fight for refunds), and counties, and then presented to SBE 
for consideration as to whether it should join in, caused the tax calculation change for 
GTEC and Pacific. Evidence abounds that shows the settlement was the result of 
active efforts by GTEC, Pacific and others. That makes it not an exogenous but an 
endogenous event. 

The settlement could not have been reached without agreement by GTEC and 
Pacific Bell. All parties gained and lost by the settlement. Counties gained and utilities 
lost as there were no refunds. Utilities gained and counties lost by the fOr\vard looking 
change for determining property values which would reduce property taxes fot 
utilities. Neither the AT&T Case nor the Union Pacific Case dictated or caused such a 
settlement. Therefore, the record does not support a conclusion that the change as it 
occurred was "clearly beyond the control of the utilities.H 

Criteria for Determination of Exogenous Factors 

The criteria to detennine whether certain- costs and savings should be 
considered for annual tate adjushllents was established first in the 1989 New 
Regulatory Framework (NRF) decision and later in 1994 by a decision which 
modified NRF. 
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The first NRF dedsio~ gave a brief, clear, controlling definition of what can be 
an exogenous factor. It said that "only exogenous factors which are n~t reflected in 
the economy wide inflation factor and which are clearly beyond the utility's control 
should be reflected in the Z factor treatment." (33 Cal. P.U.Code 2d at 228, COL 18 
Emphasis supplied.). 

As a starting point of what could qualify as an exogenous factor, the 
Commission accepted, among others, changes in federal and state tax laws, mandated 
jurisdictional separations, changes to interLATA toll pooling arrangement or 
accounting procedureS. To demonstrate what would not qualify as exogenous factors 
the Commission identified cost changes due to labor strikes or contracts, normal cost 
of doing business. or general economic conditions. (For example. we observe that 
strike-s can be avoided by seUlen\ent between managcment -and unions and therefore 
are not exogenous.) 

The 1989 NRF decision articulated the controlling test of "clearly beyond the 
utility's conlrol" in defining exogenoUs. In the 1994 NRF decision the Commission· 
established a more detailed set of 9 different criteria aU of which the utility must meet 
to get Z-factor treatnlcnt: (I) the cost is the result of an exogenous event; (2) the event 
occurred after impleOlcnlation of NRF(January (1990) (or, if pre·NRF, the event 
caused costs which the initial Phase Il decision otdered to be flowed into rates); (3) 
the cost is clearly beyond management's control; (4) the cost is I}ot a nomHl) cost of 
doing business: ($) the event has a disproportionate in\pact on telephone utilities~ (6) 
the cost is not reflected in the economy wide inflation factor (GDPPl). or at least that 
the portion of the cost is re~ected in the inflation factor; (7) the ilelll has a major 
impact on the utility'S costs; (8) actual costs can be used to measure the impact of the 
change. or the inlpact can be Il\easured with reasonable certainty and minima) 
contro\'ersy, and (9) the costs proposed for Z factor treatment are reasonable.u (55 
Ca1.P.U. Code 2d, at 41) 

In Decision 95-06-053, the subject of the rehearing, the Commission attempted 
to establish the foundation for determining that the property tax cost changes would 
qualify for exogenous factor treatment. It reached its result by concluding (l) that the 
AT&T and Union PacifiC cases were exogenous factors; (2) the settlement agreement 
between Pacific, GTEC.the counties and the State Board of Equalization necessarily 
adopted the principle of reducing historical cost less depreciation (HeLD) by deferred 
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tax rese[\'e (DTR) because the court decisions "found the HeLD iIlega)lt; (3) the 
settlement applied only to the state's regulated utilities, affected them 
disproportionately and was not reflected in GNPPI. 

In reaching this result the majority decision considered two of the nine criteria 
set forth in D94-06-011; Ilame)y, whether the event that caused the property tax 
savings was exogenous, and whether the property tax savings werel'eflected in the 
GNPPI, items number 1 and 6 in the above criteria. respectively. There is no 
explanation as to why on/)' these two criteria shoutdbe applied Or why the other seven 
criteria should not be applied in this case. Togel Z-factor treatn\ent there must be a 
record on which findings are made to meet each of the 9 criteria, conclusions to the 
same end, and articulated rationale for findings and conclusions. This was not done iii 
either the original decision or the current decision on rehearing. 

The COnlmission·s central conclusion in D.95-06-053 that lithe court cases led 
the Board to pursue the selliemei,ts w;tll the assesses. including Pacific Bell and 
GTEC" was entirely based on a memorandum \"'rinert by Robert D.~1i1an\ (Del'mty 
Attorney General) to the State Board of Equalization's executive director. the 
decision states that the r\'lilam memo is uconclusive evidence" that led it to conclude 
that the trial court·s decision (Union Pacific v. the SBE) and the AT&T case "drove 
the board to sign the settlernent with the counties'" This conclusion and Hltionale does 
not deal in any way with (I) what drove the utilities to pursue settlement; (2) what 
drove either the SBE or the utility to agree to the tenllS of the agreement - prospective 
but no retrospective application of an agreed laX rate treatment; and (3) the fact that no 
settlement of the litigation was possible without the utilities ~hoosing to settle rather 
than litigate to decision. 

Rehearing Application of Pacific and GTEC 

Padfic's and GTEC's allege that the decision exclusively relied on the ~1i1am 
memo to decide whether the property tax change was caused by an exogenous event; 
that this "evidence was uincompetent hearsay" and therefore the Commission can not 
rely on it. 

Further they allege the following: (I) the l\1ilam memo was received against the 
objections of GTEC and Pacific. (2) The decision misrepresents the Milam menlO 
saying that the passage quoted in the decision does not state that the AT&T case drove 
the Board to sign the settlement; (3) the decision misapplied the Z-factor criteria 

3 
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because (it) the property tax cost was the result of a senlenlent, which was not an 
exogenous event, (b) in deteqniningwhat causes,the settlement the deCision 
unlawfully focuses on the motivatiQIYof one single 'party (the SB~) and ignores what 
n'totivated the counties and the utilities to sign the settlement; (4) the decision is 
inconsistent with efficiency incentiveslnherent in the NRF. 

GTEC filed a late motiohto set asIde submission to intrOduce into evidence a 
I'!tter written by ~1att Fong in whichhe disagre~s with the Commission's conclusion 
on what circumstances led to the settlement. DRA opposed GTEC's nlotion. The' 
motion was denied. 

Discussion 

A useful purpose of an application for rehearing is to alert us to errors in our 
decisions so that we can cotrect, them: Theertors alleged by GTEC and Padtlc require 
us to closely examine the conclusions feached and test the premise's upon which those 
conclusions were estabHshed in light o(the record. relevant Commission rules and 
policies. 

The l\1i1am l\Iemo 

Central in Pacificls and GTEC's allegation of error is that the Commission 
relied on incompetent and inadmissible evidence, referring to the Milam 
memorandum. We believe that this memorandum is inadmissible~ however, we win 
put aside this issue on the presumption that it is admlssible. in order to focus on 
whether the Milam memo provides record support fot the rationale that underlies the 
fundamental conclusion reached by the majority decision. That rationale is: 

"This memotandum is conclusive evidence that the trial coures decision 
in the AT&T case drove the Board to sign the settlenlent with the 
counties and the regulated utilitles.it 

The reference nlade to the ~1Hanl memo on Which the decision exclusively 
relies in fact describes a second different but related reason the SBE should consider 
in deciding whether to settle: 

"TIle agteeJuent was negotialed':primarily 'by th¢ counties ~hich are principally 
affected, and since their money is directly at stake, they are in superior position 
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to the Board to detemline their own (uture. If successfully completed. the 
agreement provides potential certainty for the countle.s and the utilities 
involved for the next eight years. Such certainty has value for the counties. the 
utilities. and the Board." 

In this part ~1ilam's recommendation clearly establishes that "certainty" of 
outcome waSa motivator to-the counties, the utilities and the SSE. It also establishes 
the counties as well as SBE were impOrtant in the negotiated settlement. Another. 
third. motivation existed as described by ORA'S witness who stated that "there was a 
desire to settle all pending litigations[sic] from different utilities.:.So that would be 
another event that would drive the settlement." (Gilbert 1 Tt. 57) 

Another. fourth, motivation forSBE settling is stated in the ~1i1an\ memo. 
l\1i1am's reconuiiendatiOil that SBE join the proposed settlement was based in part on 
the "potential financial disaster" that will result if the ucurrently filed cases" including 
those of GTEC and Pacific are decided against the Board. This is not fear of only an 
Appellate Court decision in AT&T. This is fear of a decision in the GTEClPacific 
litigation the very case being settled if the Milam recommendation is accepted. In his 
recommendation, ~nlam states that: 

"To the extent that the agreement constitutes the settlement of pending 
lawsuits, and give.} the potential financial disaster facing the counties if 
the currently filed cases are decided against the Board and the counties. 
this office recommends. under Government Code 948. that the Board 
settle those cases by the use of the fonnula contained in the agreement." 
(~1ilam l\1eli\0 Page 13) 

Nonetheless. neither the ~1emo nor the record in any other respect produced any 
evidence that the SBE played any active role in Connulating the temlS o( the 
settlement. The memo says the SBE did not. The SBE role was to join an already 
eXisting settlen\ent. The record does show SBE signed the document along with 
counties and utilities. The l\'temo says the counties played the primary role in 
negotiating the settleo\enl. The ~1en\o, for its part, does not and could not speak to . 
what if any action the SBE took following its reconlmel\dation since the Board had not 
acted 01\ the settlement prior to the receipt of the memo. 
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Th~. fundamental basis for D.95-06-053's qualification of taX cost changes for Z 
factor treatment is the Union pacific decision and the AT&T rrial court decision. 
These events, according to the Decision, are the only material causes that made the 
Board to settle with the assessees. The negotiators of the settlement, the management 
of Pacific Bell and GTEC, and the Board of SHE are viewed as automatOns having no 
choice but settlen\ent rather than litigation and no choice as to the terms. The view is 
that the AT&T case compels the parties to settle and compels the tern's of the 
settlen\ent. The decision has committed legal errors as a result thereof. It is legal error 
because there is no basis in the record that decisions of the courts in other cases 
caused SBE, much less Pacific and GTEC, to settle at all, rather than fight, and much 
less to settle on the major ten\\s of the settlement . 

To conclude that the court case and AT&T case caused the settlement presumes 
a SlIlgle (two cumulative event) causation rationale in which these two events in 
COllcert caused a senlement to Occur; and that apparently the SBE's decision was 
driven by a single interest U ... that a seUlen\ent would be preferable to taking further 
risks in court, given the setbacks in the AT&T and Union Pacific court ca·ses.

H 
(0.95· 

06.053, page 15) However, the decision doe-s not provide and the record does not 
contain any basis as to what caused or motivated the SHE to act on the settlement. I( 
it was motivated by the ~'Ien\o, then anyone of four different motivations. or only 
combination of the (our may have been the motivation of the SBE. 

Pacific's Allegation of Error that the Decision l\lisapplied The Z .. factor Criteria 
Has l\lerit 

The decision concludes that the AT&T and Union Pacific cases, and not 
anything within the control of GTEC and Pacific, caused the cost change and that the 
two events were exogenous. Such a conclusion is legal error. The AT&T trial court 
decislon did not challge the law. The court's decision was based on Rule 3 (d) and 
Rule 8. The court's decision did not change Rule 3(d) or Rule 8. Those rules were still 
in effect when the settlement was reached and thereafter. There was no appellate 
decision that affirmed the limited life model. The AT&T trial court decision never 
went into effect and never went to Court of Appeal since the parties made a 
settlement. In fact an important element of the AT&T agreement for SB-E was that 
palties' agreed to vacate the trial court's decision so that it would have no precedential 
effect. 

6 
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As far as the Union Pacific case is concenled. the Court of AppeaPs ruling was 
more limited itl its scope tha~ the Santa Fe trial court decision even though it 
concluded that "lacking support for the assumption I the Board legally erred in using 
the composite life model." It should be noted that the composite lin)ited life model 
was not found to be in violation of Rule 8 (c) as a matter of law. In contrast to this, 
the Santa Fe decision found the SBE model to be in direct violation Rule 8 (e) and 
thus invalidated it. The Santa Fe could then be better Seen as the "initiating casetl than 
the Union Pacific case .. 

However, none of these cases changed the law or the Rule. And neither the 
AT&T case nor Union Pacific case could have been the "initiating eventH for cost 
chal\ges because these decisions were no more than what other prior cases 
demonstrated. For example, as just mentioned the Santa Fe case (1986) and the 
Comstat case (1975) which happened before the NRF was established showed that 
taxpayers could successfully challenge the State Board of Equalization and could 
invalidate the models used by the SBE as a matter of law. 

There is in the settlement a 25% discount factor that only arise.s in the 
seJtlement context. Thus it can only be viewed as in the control of the utility. 

The Decision's Analysis and Disposal of A Key Criteria 'Vas In Error 

The third criteria in 0.94-06-011 states that the cost must be clearly beyond 
managemenCs control to qualify for Z- factor treatment. The decision commits a legal 
error in its misreading of the record to reach the conclusion that Hit must find that the 
trial court's decision was the evelit that caused the Board to change the manner in 
which it calculated property taxes,".-

It is clear that cost changes were a direct result of the settlement agreement. The 
settlement resulted front an agreement by and among three independent parties: the 
counties, the utilities, and the Board. It is also true that GTEC and Pacific were among 
those that had pending law suits against the SBE and the suits the l\1ilarn refers to as 
"currently filed cases." The decision also acknowledges this much by saying that 
"GTEC and Pacific voluntarily entered into the settlement agreements.,2 and that " .. the 

I 0.95.06.053. p:;gt IS 
1M. 

1 
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signing of the settlement was within the control of the LECs' management. and was 
not as a result of an exogenous event." 

But then defying logic and the record of the case the decision concludes that 
u ••• we do not believe that the simple action of participating in a settlement transfers 
the control of a specific cost onto the utilities' management.") (Italics supplied) There 
is nothing in the record to support this assertion. In (act, neither the counties not the 
Board could have entered the seUlement to avoid the AT&T case. The AT&T case as 
explained above was a separate agreement and its disposition ensured that an appellate 
decision would not be adverse or establish harnlful precedent to the counties. 

To the contrary, the record supports a result that had GTEC. PaCific, and others 
not filed law suits seeking refunds fronl the counties, and had they not voluntarily 
entered into the settlement, regardless of the results'of the Union Pacific case and the 
AT&T case, the Board would be assessing their properties in the sanle old way using 
the same old assumptions and methods. This implies that the settlement is the 
determinative event for what (oHowed in changes of cost calculation for the 
signatories. And this event was substantially under management's control. 

Furthemlore. the prace.s5 of settlement negotiation in this indicates thallhe 
settlement was not a unilateral act by the counties, or by the SBE; not was it without 
issues of controversy or an iIllpas.se. As GlEC's \vitness (Dunn) describes, the 
utilities and the counties had at one pOint reached an impasse which might have led to 
a breakdown of the negoliation.4 One of these situations arose when utilities proposed 
a year-by-year settlement by which for each year the SBE assessed their property by 
the settlement methodology, they would abandon a year's worth of property tax 
refund. The cC>lmties refused. 

Dunn provides a second example in which GTEC was ready to stop negotiating 
unless a proposed assessment to impose laxe·s for earHer years was removed.s All of 
these issues were ultimately resolved to reach settletnent through the active 
participation and negotiations tu1\ong the parties including GTEC mid Pacific showing 
the give and take that all part}t settlements typically involve. 

Analysis of The Decisions 'Findings and Conclusions 

) Id. 
• E,hibi19. Dunn Pa~t 2) .. 22 
) Id. ~ 

s 
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0.95-06-053 relies for its foundation on sonle key findings of fact and . 
conclusion of law which the J~najority decision continues to uphold. In the following 
summary we present these key FOFs and COLs and the respective results of our 
review: 

. . . . - .. -. .. . ... , 
Finding of Fact 17 states that the AT&T and UnIOn Pactfic cases "caused changes 
to the way property taxes are calculated." . 

This finding is baseless. Nothing· in the record of AT&T or Union Pacific case 
malldated that the SBE change the way it calculates property taxes. III fact had this 
been the case, the settlement that followed ill which GTEC and Pacific participated 
would have been unnecessary. But clearly that is not the case as the GTEC and 
Pacific settlement resulted in only a 250/0 reduction of deferred laX reserves (DTR) 
rather than the AT&T's case 100% reduction. . 

Finding of Fact 18 states that "[t}he settlement adopted in principle the Union 
Pacific or[sic) the AT&T \'aluution approaches addressed in the courts!' 

There is nothing in the record that supports this finding. From ·the logical 
construct o( the statement it appearS that the settlement adoptedlhe \'aluation 
approach of either AT&T's case Of Union Pacific's. But Union Pacific's case did not 
adopt an evaluation approach that even remotely re.senlbles that of the settlemenCs. 
Therefore, the approach adopted must be from AT&T's case. But AT&T's case 
valuation approach required 1000/0 deduction of DTR from historical cost less 
depreciation (HCLD),which greatly differs from the 25% deduction agreed upon in 
the settlement. Therefore the settlement did not adopt either valuation approach. 
Conclusion of Law 2 states that U[t}he settlel'nent, of which GTEC and Pacific 
were parties, necessarily adopted the principle of adjusting the HeLD valuation 
method by DTR because the court decisions found the HeLD method preyiously 
used by the Board illegal." 

This conclusion is grossly in elTor for at least two reasons. First, it is wrong to 
state that the GTEC and ~acific settlement unecessatily adopted the principle" from 
the AT&T and Union Pacific cases since (as noted above) the tWo cases had different 
reduction rates (100% versus 25%). Second, the Union Pacific case did not, as will be 
explained later, address the issue of deducting deferred taxes from the HeLD. 

9 
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Finding of Fact 19 states that ulallthough Pacific and GTEe \'oJuntarily signed 
the settlement "ith the Board, the principles adopted In the settlement had been 
predetermined by the UnIon Pacific and AT&T cases." 

There is no evidence whatsoever in -the record that supports the finding that the 
principle of the GtEClPacific cases was ptedeterrnined b)' the Un~on Pacific and 
AT&T cases. The applicability of both. ('ases was lirnited ,10 onl)' the partie,s of each 

,case. ~1oreo\'er, the AT&T case, when it was settled, applied 'only to AT &1', and 
contained an agreernent by the parties that 'they vacate the deCision and that it shall 
have no prece-dential effect. Tr,e Union Pacific case does not even apply to the 
settlement with respect to the issues it addressed. 

Conclusion of La\,' 1 states that "(T)he AT&T and Unioh Patiflc cases were ' 
exogenous e\'ents. [Howe\'er,the decision 'omits a 'necessary second COL that 
should have foHowedthis conclusion as the discussion of the decision states "'''e 
must find that the trial court*s decision was the e,;eilt that caused the Board to 
change the manner In '~ihich it calculated property taxes using the HeLD 
method." (page 15.)] 

The first sentence is obVIOUS and indisputable. In,so far as GTEC's and 
Pacific· s management control of these events was cOllcerned the AT&T and Union 
Pacific caSes were truly exogenous, and irrelevant. But it takes 3Jllmpossible leap of 
logic to go from there to conclude that these events caused changes in taX savings for 
GTEC and Pacific. To do this is not only to commit legal elTOr (as there is no evidence 
to support such a conclusion) but to defy conlmon sense, and the logic of cause and 
effect. 

The decision's convenient avoidance of finding the obvious conclusion that the 
settlement agreement (which is not an exogenous event) caused propert)' tax cha.nges 
and that without it the event would 110t have occurred, is a glaring factual and legal 
error. 

10 
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For all the above reasons We dissent frOll\ the "majority decision 
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CommissiO!lers Josiah II, Neeper and Jessie J. Knight, Jr., Dissenting: 

\Ve dissent from the majority's decision because wc believe that Pacific's and 
GTEC's applications for rehearing, alleging legal errors, have substantial merit. D.95-
06-053 committed legal error by wrongly concluding that property lax savings were 
caused by a single cause, the AT&T and Union Pacific cases, which it deemed were 
outside the influence of Pacific Bell and GTEC. There is no record evidence to 
support that conclusion. The majority'S decision Oil the rehearing request further 
propagates that error by its denial of the application and failure to correct an egregious 
error. 

'Ve reach this conclusion based on two key facts presented ill the record of this 
case: (l) an AT&T Court of Appeals decision did not by itself cause a change in the 
method the State Board of Equalization uses to determine property value.s for GTEC 
and Pacific. The Court of Appeals decision did not C\'CIl exist. Further, a seulelllent of 
the AT&T case vacated the trial coures decision; and (2) the settlement agreement 
first reached between utilitie.s (including GTEC and Pacific in exchange for their 
agreement to cease their fight for refunds), and counties, and then presented to SBE 
for consideration as to whether it should join in, caused the lax calculation change for 
GTEC and Pacific. Evidence abollnds that shows lhe settlement was the result of 
active efforts by GTEC, Pacific and others. That makes it not an exogenous but an 
endogenous event. 

The settlement could not have been reached without agreement by GTEC and 
Pacific Bell. All parties gaincd and lost by the settlement. Counties gained and utilities 
lost as there were no refunds. Ulilitic.s gained and counties lost by lhe forward looking 
change for determining propert)' values which would reduce property taxes for 
utilities. Neither the AT&T Case nor the Union Pacific Case dictated or caused such a 
seUlenlent. Therefore. lhe record does not support a conclusion that the change as it 
occurred was "clearly beyond the control of the utilitie.s." 

Criteria for Determination of Exogenous Factors 

The criteria to determine whether certain costs and savings should be 
considered for annual rate adjustments was c.stablished first in the 1989 New 
Regulatory Framework (NRF) decision and later in 1994 by a decision which 
modified NRF. 
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The first NRF dccisioll gave a brief, clear, £,QntroUing definition of what can be 
an exogenous factor. It said that "only exogenous factors which are not reflc<:ted in 
the economy wide inflation factor and which are clearly be}'ond the utility's control 
should be retlected hlthe Z factor treatment." (33 Cal. P.U.Code 2d at 228. COL 28 
Emphasis supplied.). 

As a starting point of what could qualify as an exogenous factor, the 
Commissioll accepted, among others, change-.s itl federal and state tax laws, mandated 
jurisdictional separations, changes to interLATA toU pooling arrangement or 
accounting procedures. To demonstrate what would 110t qualify as exogenous factors 
the Commission identified cost changes due to labor strikes or contracts, nonnal cost 
of doillg business, or general economic conditions. (For example, we observe that 
strikes can be avoided by settlement between management and unions and therefore 
are not exogenous.) 

The 1989 NRF decision articulated the controlling test of "clearly beyond the 
utility's control" in defining exogenous. In the 1994 NRF decision the Commission 
established a Illore detailed set of 9 different criteria aU of which the utility must meet 
to get Z-(actor treatment: (I) the cost is the result of an exogenous event; (2) the event 
occurred after implementation of NRF(January I 1990) (or, if pre-NRF, the e\'ent 
caused costs which the initial Phase II decision ordered to be flowed into rate.s); (3) 
the cost is clearly beyond management's control; (4) the cost is not a normal cost of 
doing business; (5) the e\'ent has a disproportionate impact on telephone utililie.s; (6) 
(he cost is not reflected in the economy wide inflation factor (GDPPI), or at feast that 
the portion of the cost is reflected in the inflation factor; (7) the item has a major 
impact on the utility's costs; (8) actual costs can be used to measure the impact of the 
change, or the impact can be measured with reasonable certainly and minimal 
controversy, and (9) (he costs proposed for Z factor treatment are reasonable." (55 
CaI.P.U. Code 2d, at 41) 

In Decision 95-06-053, the subject of the rehearing, the Commission attempted 
to e.slabHsh the foundation for determining that the property tax cost changes would 
qualify for exogellous factor treatment. It reached its result by concluding (I) that the 
AT&T and Union pacific cases were exogenous factors; (2) the settlement agreement 
between Pacific,GTEC, the counties aIid the State Board of Equalizatiolllleccssarily 
adopted the principle of reducing historical COS I less depreciation (HeLD) by deferred 
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tax reser\'e (DTR) because the court decisions 'Tound the J leLD illegu}U; (3) the 
settlement applied only to the state's regulated utilities. affected them 
disproportionately ami was Ilot reflected in GNPPI. 

In reaching this result the. majority decision considered two of the nine criteria 
set forth in D94-06-011; namely, whether the event that caused the properl)' tax 
sa\'ings WflS exogenous, and whether the property tax savings were reflected in the 
GNPPI, itcllls number t and 6 in the above criteria. respectively. There is no 
explanatioll as to why 0111)' these two criteria should be applied or why the other seven 
criteria should not be applied in this cflse. To get Z-factor treatment there must be a 
record on which findings are Il\ade to meet each of the 9 criteria. COllc1usions to the 
same end. and articulated rationale for findings and conclusions. This was not done in 
either the original decision Or the current decision on rehearing. 

The Commission's central conclusion in D.95-06-053 thaI "tile cOllrt cases led 
tile Board to pursue the selllemellls with the assesses, includillg Pacific Bell aud 
GTEe" was entirely based on a mcmormidunl written by Robert D. l\'li1am (Deputy 
Attorney General) to the State Board of EquaJization's cxecutivc director. The 
decision states that the ~lilan\ memo is "conclusive evidence" that led it to conclude 
that the trial court's decision (Union Pacilic v. the SBE) and the AT&T case "drove 
the board to sign the settlement with the counties." This conclusion and rationale does 
not deal ill any way with (I) what drove the utilities to pursue settlement; (2) what 
drove either the SBE or the utility to agree to the tcrms of the agreement - prosllCctive 
but no retrospective application of an agreed tax rate treatmcnt; and (3) the fact that no 
settlemclH of the litigation was possible without the utilities choosing to settle rather 
than litigate to decision. 

Rehearing Alllllicafion of Pacific and GTEC 

Pacilic·s and GTEe's allege that the decision exclusivcly relied on the l\1i1am 
mcmo to decide whether the property (ax change was caused by an cxogenous evenl; 
lhalthis "evidence was "incompetent hearsay" and therefore the Commission can not 
rely on it. 

Furthcr they allege the following: (I) the ~1i1am Illemo was received against the 
objections of GTEC mid Pacific. (2) The decision misrepresents the l\1itam memo 
saying that the passage quoted ill the decision does not slate that the AT&T case drove 
the Board to sign the settlement; (3) the decision misapplied the Z-factor criteria 

3 
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because (a) the proPerty tax cost\vas the re-sult of a settlement, which was not an 
exogenous event, (b) in deteOl\ining what causes the settlement the decision 
unlawfully focuses on the motivation of one single party (the SBE) and ignores what 
moliV,tted the counties and the utilitie.s to sign the seftlement; (4) the decision is 
inconsistent with efficiency incentives inherent in the NRF. 

GTEC filed a late motion to set aside submission to introduce into evidence a 
letter written by ~1att Fong In which he disagtee:s with the Commission's cOJlc1usion 
on what Circulllstance.s-led to the settlement. ORA opposed GTEC's motion. The 
nlotion was denied. 

Discussion 

A useful purpose of an application 'Cor rehearing is to alert us to errors itlour 
decisions so that we can COrrect them. the errors alleged by GTEC and Pacific require 
us to Closely exarnhie the conclusions reached and test the premises UpOll which those 
conclusions were estabIlshed hllight of the record, relevant COlnmissiOll niles and 
policies. 

The 1\'lilani l\Iemo 

CClilml in Pacific's and GTEC's allegation of error is that the Comniission 
relied 011 incOmpe((~llt at\d inadnlissibleevidence, referring to the ~1i1am 
J1\emorandUl'n. We believe that this Illentorandun\ is inadmissible; however, we will 
put aside this issue on the ptesunlptionthat it is admissible, itl order to focus on 
whether the Mihllll memo provides recoid support for the rationale that underlies the 
fundamental conClusion reached by the majority decision. That rationale is: 

<~This men\orandUIl) is conclusive evidence that the trial court's decision 
in the AT&T case drove the Board to sign the settlement with the 
counties and the regulated utilities." 

The reference made to the ~1iJan\ nlemo On which the decisiOll eXclusively 
relies in fact describes a second different but related reason the SBE should consider 
in decidiIlg whethel' to settle! 

"the agre-cnicht was negotiated prin1arily by the counties which are principally 
affected, and since their money is dlrectl)· at stake, they are in superior position 

" 
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to the Board to determine their own fulure. If su{'cc.ssfully completed, the 
agreement provides potential certainty for the counties and the utilities 
involved for the next eight yNUS. Such certainly has \'alue for the counties, the 
utilities, and the Board.n 

In this part 1,,1i1am's rcconln1endation clearly establishe.s that Ucertainty~' of 
outcome was a motivator to the counties, the utilities and the SBE. It also estabJishe-s 
the counties as well as SBE were inlportant in the negotiated seUlen\enl. Another, 
third, motivation existed as described by DRA's witness who slated that u(here was a 
desire to settle an pending Htigations[sic] from different utilities ... So that would be 
another event that would drive the settlement." (Gilbert 1 Tr. 57) 

Anolher, fourth, 1l1otivation (or SBE settling is stated in the ~1i1am IIIClllO. 
l\1iJam's recommendation that SBE join the proposed seUlenlent was based in part on 
the "potential fiIlatlciaJ disaster" that will result if the "currently filed casc-.s" inclUding 
those of GTEC Ulld Pacific are decided against the Board. This is not fear of only an 
Appellate Court decision in AT&T. This is (ear of a decision in the GTEClPacific 
litigation the vcry case beillg settled if the r..1i1am recommendation is accepted. In his 
recommendation, ~1iJam states that: 

"To the extent that the agreement constitutes the settlement of pending 
lawsuits, and given the potential financial disaster facing the counties if 
the currently filed cases are decided agaillst the Board and the counties, 
this office recommends, under Government Code 948, that the Board 
settle those cases by the use of the fonnula contained in the agreenlcnt." 
(l\1ilan\ l\1emo Page 13) 

NonetheIe.ss, neither the l\1emo nor the record in any other respect produced any 
evidence (hal the SBE played any active role in fonnulating the tefillS of the 
settlement. The memo says the SBE did not. The SBE role was to join an already 
existing settlement. the record does show SHE signed the document along with 
counties mId utilities. The l\1emo says the counties played the primary rote in 
negotiating (he settlement. The l\1en\o, for its part, does not mid could not speak (0 
what if any action the SBE took following its recommendation since the Board had not 
acted on the settlement prior to the receipt of the memo. 

5 
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The fundamental basis for D.95-06-053's qualification of tax cost change.s for Z 
faclor treatment is the Union Pacific decision and the AT&T trial court decision. 
Thc.se cvents. according to the Decision, are the only material causes that made the 
Board to settle with the assc·ssce·s. The negotiators of the settlement, the management 
of Pacific Bell and GTEC, and the Board of SSE are viewt~d as automatons having no 
choice but scUlenlcnt rather than litigation mld no choice as to the terms. The \'iew is 
that the AT&T case compels the parties to seUle and compels the tern\s of lhe 
settlement. The decision has committed legal errors as a result thereof. It is legal error 
because there is no basis in the record that decisions of the courts in other case.s 
caused SBE, much less Pacific and GTEC, to settle at all, rather than fight, and Illuch 
less to settle on the major terills of the settlement. 

To conclude that the court caSe and AT&T case caused the settlement pre-sUllles 
a single (two cumulative event) causation rationale in which the.se two events in 
concert caused a settlement to occur; and that apparently the SBE~s decision was 
driven by a single interest " ... that a settlement would be preferable to taking further 
risks in court, given the setbacks in the AT&T and Union Pacific court cases!' (D.95-
06-053, page 15) However, the decision does not provide mid the record docs not 
contain any basis as to what caused or motivated the SHE to act on the settlement. If 
it was moth'ated by the ~'tenlOt then anyone of fouf different motivations, or only 
combination of the four may have been the motivation of the SBE. 

Pacific's Allegation of Error that the Decision 1\lisapplicd The Z·facfor Criteria 
Has l\lcrit 

The decision concludes that the AT&T and Union Pacific cases, and not 
anything within the control of GTEC and Pacific, caused the cost change and that the 
two events were exogenous. Such a conclusion is legal error. The AT&T trial court 
decision did not change the law. The court's decision was based on Rule 3 (d) and 
Rule 8. The court's decision did not change Rule 3(d) Or Rule 8. Those rules were still 
in effect when the settlement was reached and thereafter. There was no appellate 
decision that affirmed (he limited life model. The AT&T trial court decision never 
went into effect and never went to Court of Appeal since the parties made a 
settlement. In facl an important element of the AT&T agreement fOr SSE was that 
parties· agreed to vacate the trial court's decision so that it would have no precedcntial 
effect. 

6 
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As far as the Union Pacific case is conccnlcd, the Court of Appeal·s mling was 
more limited in its scope than the Santa Fe trial court decision even though it 
concluded that "lacking support for the assumption, the Board legally erred in using 
the composite life model." It should be noted that the COillpositellmited life model 
was not found to be in violation of Rule 8 (c) as a niMler of law. In contrast to this, 
the Santa Fe decision found the SBB fnodel to be in direct violation Rule 8 (c) and 
thus hwalidated it. The Santa Fe could then be better seen as the "initiatirlg case" than 
the Union Pacific case .. 

However, none of these cases changed the 1aw or the Rule. And neither the 
AT&T case nor Union Pacific case could have been the "initiating eventH for cost 
change.s becausethe.se decisiolls were no more than what other prior cases 
demonstrated. For eXaJ~lplet as just lilentiOlled the Santa Fe case (1986) and the 
Comslat ca.se (1915) which happened before the NRFwas established showed that 
taxpayers could successfully challenge the State Board of Equalization and could 
invalidate the models used by the SBE as a mattcr of law. 

There is in the seUlefnclit a 25% discount factor that only arises in the 
settlement context. llms it can onl}' be viewed as iii the control of the utility. 

The Dcdsion's Analysis and Disposal of A Key Criteria 'Vas In Error 

The third criteria in D.94-06-0 11 states that the cost IllUSt be clearly beyond 
management's control to qualify for Z- factor treatment. The decision conhllits a legal 
error in its n\isreading of the record to reach the conclusion that Hit must find that the 
trial court~s decision was the evellt that caused the Board to change the manner ill 
which it calculated property taxes,',.1 

It is clear that cost change.s were a direct re.sult of the settlemcnt agreement. The 
seUlcment re.suIted from an agreement by and among three independent parties: the 
countie.s, the utilities, and the Board. It is also fme that GTEC and Pacific were among 
those that hall pending law suits against the SBE and the suits the t\1i1an\ refers to as 
"currently filed cases." The decision also acknowledges this much by saying that 
HGTEC and Pacific voluntarily entered into the settlement agreements,,2 and that u •• the 

I D.95-06-053. r-1S-C IS 
1M. 
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signing of the settlement was within the control of the LEes' management, and was 
not as a re-sult of an exogenous event." 

But then defying logic and the record of the case the decisioJi cOllc1udes that 
H ••• we dO'llot believe that the simple aclioll of participating in a seUJelllent transfers 
the control of a specific cost onto the utilities' Illanagentent."} (Italics supplied) There 
is nothing in the record to SUPP011 this assertion. hi fact, neither the counties nor the 
Board could have entered the settlement to avoid the AT&T case. The AT&T case as 
explained above \Vas a separate agreement and its dispositiot.l ensured that an appellate 
decision would Ilot be adverse Or establish harmful precedent to the counties. 

To the contrary, the recotd supports a result that had GTEC, Pacific, and others 
not filed law suits seeking refunds from the counties, and had they not voluntarily 
entered into the settlement, regardless of the results of the Union Pacific case and the 
AT&T case. the Board would be assessing their properties iii the sall\e old way using 
the same old assm'nptions and l\\ethods. This implies that the settleillent is the 
detenninati\'c event for What followed in changes of cost calculatioll for the 
signatories. And this event was substantially under managemenfs control. 

Furthennore~ the process of settlement negotiation ill this iIidicates that the 
settlement was not a unilateral act by the counties, or by the SHB; nor was it without 
issues of controversy or all in\passe. As GTEe's witness (Dunn) describe..l\, the 
utilities and the counties had at one point reached an impasse which might have led to 
a breakdowll of the negotiation:' One of these situations arose when utilities proposed 
a ycar-by-year settlement by which for each year the SBE assessed their property by 
the settlement methodology, they would abandon a year's worth of property tax 
refund. The counties refused. 

Dunn provides a second example in which GTEC was ready to stop negotiating 
unless a proposed assc-ssmcnt to impose taxes for earlier years was removed.s All of 
the.se issues were ultimately resolved to teach settlement through the active 
participation and negotiations among the parties including GTEC and Pacific showing 
the give and lake that all party settlements typically involve. 

Analysis of The Decisions Findings and Conclusions 

J Id. 
4 Edlibit 9, Dunn Page 21-12 
S rd. 
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D.95-06-053 relies for its foundation on some key findings of fact and 
conclusion of law whkh the majority decision continues to uphold. In the follo\\'ing 
summary we present the.se key FOFs and COLs and the respective results of our 
re\'iew: 

:Finding of Fact 17 states that the AT&T and Union Pacific cases ucaused changes 
to the way property taxes are calculated." , . 

. --

This finding is baseless. Nothing if. Ihe record of AT&T ot Uni~n Pacific caSe 
mandated that the SBE change the way it calculate.s prope11y taxes. In fact had this 
been the cases the settlement that followed in which GTEC and Pacific participated 
would have becn unneceSsary. But clearly that is not the case as the GTEC aIld 
Pacific settlcment fe.suIted in only a 25% reduclioil of deferted tax reser\'es (DTR) 
rather than the AT&T's case 100% reduction. 

Finding of Fael 18 states that "[t]he. settlement adopted in principle the Union 
Pacific or[sic] the AT&T ,'aluation approaches addressed in the courts." 

There is llothing in the record that supports this finding. From the logical 
constnict of the statement it appears that the setllement adopted the valuation 
approach of either AT&T's case or Union Pacific·s. But Union Pacific's case did not 
adopt an evaluation approach that even remotely tesenlble.s that of the settleniellfs. 
Therefore, the approach adopted must be from AT &T's case. But AT&T's case 
valuation approach required 100% deduction of DTR from historical cost less 
depreciation (HeLD), which greatly differs from the 25% deduction agreed upon in 
the settlement. Therefore the settlement did not adopt either valuation approach. 
Conclusion of Law 2 states that H[tlhe settlement, of which GTEC and Pacific 
were parties, necessarily adopted the priItciple of adjusting the HeLD valuation 
nlcthOd by DTR because the court decisions found the HeLD ntelhod pre\'iously 
used by the Board illegal." 

This conclusion is grossly in enor for at least two reasons. First, it is wrong to 
slate that the GTEC and p,lcific settlement "necessarily adopted the principle" from 
the AT&T and Union Pacific cases since (as noted above) the two cases had different 
reduction ratc.s (100% versus 25%). Second, the Ullion Padfic case did riot, as will be 
explained later, address the issue of deducting deferred taxes from the HeLD. 
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Finding of Fact 19 states that H[a]lthough Pacific and GTEC \'oluntarily signed 
the settlement with the Board, the principles adopted In the settlernent had been 
predetermined by the Union Pacific and AT&T cases!' 

There is no evidence whatsoever in the recoro that'suppotts lhe finding that the 
principle of the GTEClPacific cases was predetennined by the Unioll Pacific Ulid 
AT&T case.s. The applicability of both cases was limited to only the parties of each 
case. ~1oreover, the AT&T case, Whel\ it was seuled, applied only to AT&T, aI\d 
contah\ed an agreement by the parties that they vacate the decisiOIl and that it shall 
have no precedential effect. The Union Pacific case does not even apply to the' 
settlement with respect to the issues it addressed. 

Conclusion of taw 1 states that "lTJhe AT&T and Union Pacific cases were 
exogenous events. lHowc\'er, the decisi6n olllits a necessary second COL that 
should ha\'e foUo\red this conchision as the discussion of the declsion states "'Ve 
nlust find that the trial court's decision was the. event that caused the Board to 
change the nlanner in which it calculated property taxes using the HeLD 
nlethod/' (page 15.)] 

The first sentence is obvious and indisputable. In so far as GTEC's and 
Pilcific's manageillent control of these events was concerned the AT&T and Union 
Pacific cases were truly exogenous, and irrelevant. But it takes an impossible leap of 
logic to go from there to conclude that these events caused changes in tax savings for 
GTEC and Pacific. To-do this is not only to cOlllmillegal error (as there is 110 evidellce 
to support such a conclusion) but to defy common sense, and the logic of cause and 
effect. 

The decision's convenient avoidance of finding the obvious conclusion that the 
settlement agreement (which is (lot an exogenous event) caused property tax chmlges 
and that without it the event would not have occurred, is a glaring factual alid legal 
error. 
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For all the above reasons we dissent fron' the majority decision. 

(J~MlK /~ .. 
YJ~siah L. Neeper 

Comrnissioner 

San Francisco, California 
June 18, 1998 
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